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SLOW AND RAPID LATERAL LOADING TESTS 
OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAMS AND BEAM-COLUMNS 
10 INTRODUCTION 
10 Purpose 
In this report is described one phase of an investigation con-
cerned with the behavior of steel frame structures "When subjected to 
transient rapid loadings that produce extensive inelastic deformationso 
The two major purposes of the program were to determine experimentally the 
resistance of beam and beam-column structural elements to deformations 
produced slowly and rapidly, and, if possible} to correlate these resist-
ances with the static and dynamic properties of the materials from which 
the specimens were madeo 
20 Conclusions 
ao Beyond the static elastic limit, the resistance of a mild 
steel beam or beam-column to a lateral displacement produced rapidly is 
greater than that corresponding to the same lateral displacement produced 
slowly 0 
bo The increase in the resistance of a beam with the rapidity of 
the lateral deformation can be explained, within the limits of measured 
strain and experimental error, in terms of the delayed yielding and rate of 
general yielding behavior of the specimen materialo 
co When under a .constant axial load, the resistance of a beam-
column specimen to a rapidly or slowly applied lateral deformation is less 
than that of a similar beam without axial load. 
2 
do A beam tested slowly with increments of displacement had a 
resistance at any inelastic displacement less than that exhibited by a beam 
loaded slowly but continuouslyo 
eo The delayed yielding and rate of general yielding behavior 
determined experimentally from the coupons which were cut from the 
structural sections tested were comparable to those that had been obtained 
at the University of Illinois and elsewhere for mild steelo 
)0 General Comments 
Time did not permit a correlation of the slow and ra]?id loading 
behavior of the beam-column s]?ecimens with the properties of the materials 
from which they were madeo Hovever, the authors believe that, as in the 
case with the beam specimens, the difference in slow and rapid loading 
behavior could be explained in terms of the stress-strain-time ]?roperties 
of the specimen materialso 
Even though the scope of the investigation, at least as regards 
tEe beam and beam-col~ tests described in this reportJ is rather limited, 
it is believed that some procedure of determining the dynamic resistance of 
a structural element from considerations of the dynamic properties of the 
material from which it is made is generally applicable to problems of 
determining the response of steel frame structures to conditions of loading 
or deforming that vary i.n time from slow or static conditions to those in 
the range which structures of this type might be expected to resist under 
atomic bomb attack or earthquake shock 0 
3 
40 Background 
The investigation of the mechanical properties of our most 
commonly used structural metal~ mild steel, has been extended with periodic 
vigor into the range of relatively rapid stressing or straining conditions 0 
A listing of the principal investigators and their published works will not 
be attempted 0 However, a few selected references giving extensive 
*1 2 3 5 6 17 24 29 . bibliographies are listed ' , , , , , , for those who IDlght 
care to study what has been done 0 
Similarly, the knowledge of the behavior of structural components 
or relatively simple structures amenable to analysis has been extended into 
the inelastic range for conditions of slow loading or deformation4, 7, 8, 
11, l2, 14, 20, 21, 31 d t f ti t . t ~ an some experimen al in orma on per alning 0 
such problems has been obtained at several institutions including the 
University of Illinois12, 16, 19, 2°0 
Some analytical work involved with the dynamic behavior of struc-
tures lL~der transient loading conditions has been accomplished using 
pra.cticable assumptions concerning the resistance of the structures or 
structural elements considered10, 13, 157 18, 25 0 However, to the extent 
of t,he authors? knowledge} the only experimental information available, 
prior to the work in progress at the University of Illinois, on the 
behavior of structures or structural components when subjected to transi~t 
loadings that produce extensive inelastic deformations was obtained from 
ei ther laboratory studies of small specimens 28, 30, or field tests of full 
S9ale structures9, most of the results of which are classified under 
* References are listed at the end of the texto 
Uo So government security regulationso In the work done at the University 
of Illinois prior to the fall of 195520 , 22, 23, 26, 27, the few attempts 
to correlate the dynamic experimental behavior of the structural specimens 
with the rapid loading behavior of the specimen materials were limited by 
spec~en instrumentation and the materials information availableo It is 
believed that the investigation described in this report is the first 
4 
coordinated effort to obtain a correlation of the experimentally determined 
inelastic behavior of structural components subjected to rapid loadings 
with the dynamic properties of the materials from which they were madeo 
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60 Notation 
General 
Loads 
Stresses 
The following notation has been used in this report~ 
M effective mass of the system 
t time 
td delay time 
~ax 
(J 
cr 
uy 
(J 
* uy 
= applied (measured) loading function 
measured resistance of specimen to lateral deformation 
~lastic limit resistance of specimen to lateral deforma~ 
tion 
maximum. resistance of specimen to lateral load 
stress 
dynamic yield stress 
basic static upper yield stress 
5 
strains 
crly* basic static lower yield stress 
C = modulus of elasticity 
n 
E strain 
o 
E strain rate 
Ely = rate of general yielding 
E * basic static upper yield strain 
uy 
Deflections 
6 midspan of deflection 
6
e 
elastic limit midspan deflection 
6
max 
maximum midspan deflection 
x displacement of loading point 
x = acceleration of loading point 
y deflection 
6 
110 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SPECIMEN MATERIALS 
10 Description of Coupon Specimens 
For each of the beam and beam-column specimens two adjacent 
605-illo sections of the parent beam were reserved for coupon materials~ 
The dimensions and type of the coupon specimens are given in Figo 1, and 
the relative locations of the coupon blanks in the 4M beam are given in 
Fig 0 20 A tabulation of all of the coupons tested is shown in Table 1 
along with the manner in which they were testedo The coupons listed in 
this table are designated by the code which is given in Fig 0 20 
7 
The coupon specimens were cut from the 605-ino 4M sections by the 
use of a band saw 0 These band-sawed blanks were then machined to within 
Oo005-ino of the final sizeQ Following this machining, the specimens were 
polished with a fine ~ery cloth to final dimensions 0 
After machining, polishing, and taking necessary measurements, 
two type A-12 SR-4 strain gages were applied to coupons of specimens B-1, 
B-2, A-I, a~d A-2o The gage locations are shoYn in Figo 10 
20 In~:~~e~tation and Calibration 
~~C strains and nominal stresses developed in the rapid load 
teE~S ~. -, ~ecorded ~th a Hathaway magnetic oscillograph type sl4c in 
whicr-_ ~y-p':.. 0:2, group 23 recording galvanometers were used" This equipment 
was also ~,ej in recording resisting stresses and strains developed in the 
static teEts of coupons from specimens A-l, A-3, A-4, A-5, B-3, and B-4" 
For the coupons obtained from specimens A-l, A-2, B-1, and B-2 
the resisting stresses were determined from the output of an SR-4 gage 
8 
dynamometer which was attached to the end of the coupon opposite that to 
which the load was applied~ The strain was obtained in the low ranges from 
the output of two SR-4 gages attached to the reduced section of the coupon 
and in the high ranges from the output of a specially constructed micro-
former extensometer attached across the reduced region of the specimen~ 
For the coupons obtained from specimens A-3, A-4, A~5, B-3, and 
B-4 the resisting stresses were measured by an(-SR-4 gage dynamometer 
attached as described aboveo However, the strain, whether it was the 
result of a statically or dynamically applied load, was determined from the 
output of a specially constructed dual range SR-4 gage extensometer, one 
range of which was used for determining values of strain up to 00005 ino/ino 
while the other range was used to determinel.larger values of strain up to 
approximately 001 ino/ina 
Calibrations were recorded on the oscillograms just prior to and 
after each testo The trace deflections representing calibration values 
were prod.uced by shunting the respective bridges with resistors whose 
equivalences in terms of the quantities measured were known by prior 
measurements 0 
A '1fcalibrationli dynamometer was calibrated in a l20,OOO-lb 
Baldwin~Southwark hydraulic universal testing machine using a :a~ldWti.n 'BR-4 
strain indicator to read the dynamometer outputs The test dynamometer was 
calibrated statically versus the 'ucalibration1q dynamometer in the pulse 
loading UDit while connected to the Hathaway instrumentation which was to 
be used in the actual testingo By using this method of calibration, it was 
possible to minimize the effect of instrumentation imperfections upon the 
9 
accuracy with which the measurements from the oscillograms could be related 
to an equivalent loado 
30 Slow Tests of Coupons 
The static tests of the coupons from specimens A-l, A-2, B-1, and 
B-2 were conducted in the 120,OOO-lb Baldwin-Southwark hydraulic testing 
machine in the manner described aboveo The remainder of the static coupons 
were tested ~th a hydraulic actuator connected in series with a 20-kip 
loading unit as shown in Figo 30 The resulting machine-specimen system had 
an effective stiffness even greater than that of the 120,OOO-lb Baldwin-
Southwark testing machine,. and resulted in a control of the rate of 
straining rather than the rate of loading so that upper and lower yield 
stresses could be determined for these testso The static coupons which 
were tested with the hydraulic actuator in series with the pulse loading 
unit were only strained to approximately 001 ino/ino so that damage to the 
SR-4 gage extensometer would be prevented~ 
The rates involved in the static coupon tests were within those 
specified under ASTM specification E-8-56To 
40 Rapid Tests of Coupons 
The dynamically loaded coupons were tested by using a lYstep 
~ction~ loading which was applied in about 00006 seconds by the 2O-kip 
loading equipment shown in Figo 3 and thereafter held at constant levels 
until yielding had nearly stopped or until some five seconds time had 
elapsedo 
In the tests of flange coupons for each specimen three stress 
levels ranging between the static upper yield stress and the maximum 
strength (see Fig. 4) were used. The web coupons for each specimen were 
tested at t~ stress levels ranging between the static upper yield stress 
and the maximum strength of the web (see Figo 4). 
Before running each dynamic test a small stress was applied to 
the coupono If the SR-4 gages indicated a large amount of bending, the 
speclmen was readjusted in the spherical seats until the bendiRg was 
I 
10 
reduced to an acceptable value. (Only the 'coupons from specimens A-I, A-2, 
B-1, and B-2 could be checked for bending since they were the only ones to 
which strain gages were applied.) The percentage of bending for each of 
the dynamically tested coupons is listed in Table 10 The percentages of 
bending range from 001 to 17.50 
50 Results of Slow and Rapid Coupon Tests 
From the 72 coupons (eight coupons from each of nine specimens) 
which were tested statically in this investigation~ it was found that the 
stress-s~rain relationsbips were the same for all of the web material except 
that from spEcimen B-4 the only specimen not normalized. Similarly, only 
the ST.:;E:SE -strain relationships for the flange coupons of specimen B-4 were 
CliffE r,:::-.·_ :':;OrL those of the other specimens 0 The average static stress-
strai::. :;~._9.. iC:lship for the web and the flange coupons of all specimens 
excep~ ~-- 3:e shown in Figo 4 along with an overall average stress-strain 
curv'::. :'c:- :::: ':".~ flange and web coupons 0 The average static stress~strain 
relaticGs~ips for the web and flange coupons of specimen B-4 are shown in 
Fig. 5, along with the overall average curve. 
A summary of the uniaxial stress tests is given in Table 10 To 
compare the results of the coupon tests wi thin themselves and to use the 
11 
information as being representative of the behavior of the material in the 
actual beam specimens, it'is assumed that the material is homogeneous along 
any longitudinal fiber of a beamo 
The stress-time Y~pulse~v applied to each of the coupons tested 
rapidly had the shape shown in Figo 6ao In these tests the resulting 
strain-time relationships were also measured, and for a typical coupon test 
had the general shape shown in Figo 6bo 
These coupon tests indicated that rapidly applied stresses larger 
than the static upper yield stress could be resisted by the beam material 
for finite times before the occurrence of general yielding although 
~9microstrainingUU began almost immediately 0 This effect has been termed 
~ delayed yield'!? by Clark17 0 For use in the correlation study of Part V, 
the straining at a constant stress level was related to time measured from 
the instant at which the static upper yield stress was reached in each of 
the rapid testso The times were determined for three values of strain which 
6 
could be represented by three values of the apparent modulus, a/E = 30 x 10 
psi, 25 x 106 pSi, and 20 x 106 psi, as indicated in Figo 6bo Each test 
yielded a set of time values for these amounts of change in the apparent 
modulus as related to straino From all of the results, the curves shown to 
limited arithmetic scales in Figo 7a were obtainedo 
The same information plotted versus the upper yield stress 
parameter, 0 /a ~ is shown in the sem~~logarithmic plot of Figo 80 
uy uy 
other information obtained from each of the coupon tests was the 
rate of general yielding at the constant stress level being maintain~dJby 
the loading machineo (General yielding is defined as the range of strain 
12 
/ .6 / between E = cr 20 x 10 psi and a strain of 00015 ino ino which corresponds 
to the beginning of strain hardening in the static caseo) The relationship 
representing all of the rate of general yielding versus stress level 
information obtained from these coupon tests is shown to semi-logarithmic 
scales in Figo ?bo 
As was mentioned in the previous paragraph, general yielding, 
once begun, continued at a rate which could be related directly to the 
instantaneous stress level until the total strain was approximately that at 
which strain hardening began in coupons tested slowly 0 Then, the rate of 
yielding gradually decreased until straining virtually ceased at a total 
deformation which agreed well with that obtained under slow loading to the 
same stress level 0 
60 Summary of Results of the Materials Investigation 
The static and dynamic mechanical properties of coupons obtained 
froffi nOrffialized 4M structural steel sections have been determined for 
correlation with the beam and beam-column resistances measured in the tests 
described in Part IV of this report 0 The bepaviors of all coupons except 
those corresponding to beam specimen B-4 were nearly identicalo 
The results indicate that the behavior of the material is normal 
for su~h mild steel, and under rapid loading exhibits the delayed yielding 
and rate of yielding characteristics common to such materialo 
13 
III c RESIDUAL STRAIN INVESTIGATION 
10 Experimental Procedure 
In this investigation, the ap:proximate values of the residual 
surfa·~e strains existing in a normalized 4M beam representative of all the 
beam. and beam~column specimens except B=4 were found 0 These residual 
strains were obtained by taking the difference between the existing strains 
in the normalized beam and the strains measured after sawing 1-inc x 
- "/2 . 1.~..L -In. and l~ino x 6-l/2-ino blanks from the beam. An investigation was 
also made of the strai ns produced by butt welding the same beam. to a steel 
plate in a manner similar to that used in fabrication of the beam specimens 0 
Strain m.easurements were obtained by the use of SR~4 strain gages 
of type A~5o The surfaces of the specimens were prepared by ~olishing with 
fine emery cloth mounted in a. power driven machine 0 After the specimen had 
been polished, cleaned, and dried, the gages were cemented in place and 
wired. separately 0 Separate wiring was necessary so that it would be possi-
ble later to cut the blanks from the 'Web and flanges of the beamo Readings 
were taken at various times during the process of sawing, although the 
important information is derived from the differences l)etween the readings 
before and after sawing 0 
The strains produced by welding the end 0 f the be:am. to a plate 
were cietermi.rred by using 14 SR=4 gages placed at a distance of 2-1/2 ino 
from. the end to be welded.. In Fig .. 9 the gage locations are sho'WIlo One of 
the difficulties encountered in this investigation was the possibility of 
damaging the strain gages during weldingc Damaging of the gages was mini-
mized 'by welding the beam in four steps 0 A total of two passes ·was. used. 
14 
The f:i.rst pass "Was placed around the inside of the beam flange and along 
the webo After cooling, the first pass was completed by welding around the 
outsid.e of the flange <> Again the beam was allowed to cool and the same 
procedure was used in the application of the second passo By taking temper-
ature readings at various points on the SR-4 gage section of the beam during 
a 
welding it was found that the temperature never exceeded 240 Fo 
20 Instr~entation 
A Baldwin SR-4 strain indicator was used to measure the strains 
i.n microi.nches per inch 0 A com.pensating gage was used to minimize the 
effect of temperature changeso 
30 Results of the Residual Strain Investigation 
The values of residual strains were comparatively small in the 
norm.ali.zed beam sectione The maximum. residual strain was +127 microinches 
wh:i.le the average was less than 50 microinches which nominally corresponds 
to a stress of approximately l500 psi 0 
In the case of strains resulting from butt welding the beam 
section to a heavy steel plate J a maximum. strain of +71-8 microinches was 
produced while the average strain was approximately 250 microinches which 
;p.omina.lly can be related to a stress hi.gh enough to affect significantly 
the behavior of the beam under subsequent loadingo 
15 
IV 0 BEAM AND BEAM-COLUMN INVESTIGATI ON 
10 Introduction 
The phase of the investigation described in this section of the 
report consisted of tests of four simply supported beams and five simply 
supported beam-colurnn.so These specimens had an effective span length of 
80 ino and except for Specimen B-4 -were fabricated from a 4M l300-lb 
section of A-7 steel that had been normalized after rolling 0 The loadings 
used for the specimens are listed in Table 20 
Each of the beams except B-4 was subjected to a midspan loading 
wh:tch was applied either slowly or rapidly 0 Specimen B-4 was tested 'With 
increments of deflection applied slowly with a hydraulic jacko 
In addition to a slowly or rapidly applied lateral loading, each 
of the beam-column specimens was subjected to a static axial load which was 
held constant during the application of the midspan loadingo 
20 Beam.~Column Testing Apparatus 
A general view of the be~ testing apparatus is shown in Figo 100 
The lateral load whether slow or rapid was applied at the midppan of the 
specimen by a 6o-kip loading unit 0 This apparatus was used for all tests 
except B-40 For this test the 6o-kip loading unit was replaced by a 
hydraulic jacko In the first four tests (A~l, ~2, B-1, and B-2), the 
pistOIl rod. of the loading device was attached rigidly to the specimen 0 It 
should be Eo~ed that this manner of attachment results in a partial fixity 
of the center of the specimen 0 In the other tests, the connection was made 
through a transverse pin which permitted rotation in the vertical plane of 
the specimeno 
16 
The axial load was applied to the bernn-column specimens by two 
pneumatic "?~ jacks"~ which were located at the ends of the specimenoBecause 
of the large amount of energy stored in the pneumatic axial loading units, 
it was necessary to protect the mechanism from damage which might result 
from complete collapse of the specimen under axial loadingc Therefore 
tQstop?? mechanisms were built into the axial loading systems to limit the 
inward axial movement of the specimens to about 1-1/2 ino 
The general arrangement of the loading and reaction systems is 
shown in Figs 0 11 and 120 A general view of the axial loading and end 
reaction system is given in Figo 13, and a sketch of the end reaction 
system is shown in Figo 14. 
The end reaction systems were designed so that the end of the 
specimen could rotate in the plane of the lateral loading, translate along 
its axis, and, in addition, be at least partially restrained against move-
ment in the four other possible degrees of freedom. The end reactions are 
made in. such a vray that a specimen can be easily inserted and removedo 
Specimen cross sections as large as 9 inc deep and 8-1/2 inc wide can be 
handled 0 With the attachment of additional parts, larger cross sections 
could also be tested. 
'0 Beam. and Beam.~ColUl11Il Specimens 
The simply supported beams and beam-columns which were tested in 
this investigation were made from 4M 1300 sections of mild. steel which, 
except specimen B-4 stock, had been normalized after rollingo 
Starting with an 83-ino length of 4M 1300 section, the following 
operations were performed. in the fabrication of a specim.en~ (1) From the 
17 
center 15 ino, coupons were cut to be tested for the mechanical properties 
of the material under both static and dynamic axial tensile stressa (2) 
The two remaining 34-ino lengths of beam were then butt welded together to 
form a specimeno ( 3) A loading ?~ stubnmade from a 10125 ° 4 section was 
welded to the center portion of the specimen as is shown in Figo 150 (Note 
the lines of yielding in the center of the beam wbich were formed apparently 
as a result of the weldingo) (4) Finally, the necessary plates were welded 
to the ends of the specimen so that it could be connected to the end reac-
tion systemo (See Figso 11 and 120) 
40 Instrumentation and Calibration 
In these tests j center acceleration, lateral load, axial load, 
vertical reactiOns, and deflections and maximum fiber strains occurring 
along the length of the beam were recorded oscillographically as functions 
of timeo A photograph of the instrumentation is shown in Figo 180 
Measurements of these phenomena may be divided into three groups~ 
(1) thA' ILeasurements of var:i.ous strains (in this group are included all 
load. measurements since the load data were obtained through the use of 
sta"=?d.arci SR-4 strain gages and strain measurement equipment wherein the 
gages were attached to dynamometers and calibrated in terms of pounds of 
10&Q.; 3 ~ 2) tb.e measurement of specimen deflection~ and finally, (3) the 
genera:.. J:Y'o-blems of sequence and timing 0 
Strain measurem.ents were taken with stan.dard SR-4 strain gages 
corfnect8d as conventional Wheatstone bridges which were excited with a 3000 
cycl.e per second carrier wave produced by an oscillator having added regula-
tion so that the output voltage remained constant wi thi.n 1 per cent even 
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under open circuit conditionso A diagram. of one such bridge is Figo 170 
The outputs of eleven strain bridges were ,v fedH into slightly modified 
Hathaway Instrument Company MRC 18 carrier system amplifiers? whose output 
in turn fed Hathaway OC2 Group 23 galvanometers in a pair of sl4c magnetic 
oscillographs 0 This combination has a frequency response that is flat 
within 10 per cent to about 450 cycles per secondo The twelfth channel of 
this carrier system. was used to record the output of an .AMS 20 A acceler~·· 
ometer and was in:al1 respects identical to the other channels except that 
the accelerometer exciting voltage was limited to 1 volt instead of the 4 
volts used in the strain channelso 
Deflections of the specimEn. were measured using slide wire 
defl.ection gages (constructed in the laboratory) whose maximmn range was 
about, l8 inches 0 These gages formed two legs of a DC excited Wheatstone 
bridge circuit 0 The other two legs of the Wheatstone bridges were formed 
by calibra.ting deviceso All gages were connected in series and excited 
wi th the same regulated DC current ~ The outputs of these bridges were fed 
into Hathaway magnetic oscillograph channels in. which were used Hathaway 
OC2 Group 23 recording galYa.nometers 0 These deflection measuring channels 
were flat in response within 10 per cent from 0 to 450 cycles per secondo 
The deflect:i.on circuits are shown schematically in Fi.g 0 160 
Because of limitations in the amount of equipment available, it 
was necessary to record the in.formation discussed above on tbree six-
channel magnetic oscillographs 0 Therefore, in addition to the standard 
timing signals, it was necessary to add synchronizing si.gnals so that the 
tr.xee records could. be measured wi."ch respect to the same time reference 0 
To provide this syncb~onization, an electrical signal of known frequency 
was obtained from a common source and applied to one galvanometer in each 
of the three oscillographs 0 The timing signal was modulated in amplitude 
by means of a mechanically driven switch to insure that a given cycle of 
the timing wave could be identified on each of the three recordso 
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Further information was added to the timing wave by amplitude 
modulatiolio These signals corresponded to the current impulse which 
triggered each of the l?firing"V solenoids operating the pneumatic loading 
uni ts J and to the output of a pair of micro"S"wi tches which were activated 
by the operation of the slide valves in the loading unitso These data pro-
vided a check on the loading ~quipment during every testo 
Another timing function was the control of the various loading 
and recordir::.g deviceso This was acpomplished by means of a 10 channel 
elec-trc:cic tim.er made by Electropulse, InCa (Model Z5llA) 0 This device can 
~o!::~r~=- up to lO events in a pre-set sequence which is controllable in one-
ffii-=-~:'::s=~rd steps over the range of 0' to 10 seconds 0 This timer was used 
t.o :: "':~~ -_~_:: recording oscillographs J initiate loading,? release the loading, 
cr:.c. ::: -.c}: • ~ c- vari.ous recorders 0 
~·w!"alrr chann.el.s were caJ.ibrated by the convent:Lonal method of 
s!-.:.r.· : ~.~ . Y &:rrr. of the measuring bridge with resistances whose equivalences 
E" ~,~5.ip- had been measured previously 0 The dynamometers used to 
measure: _:: s.=.:: and reactions were calibrated. under static loading 0 During 
these co.:-..: ·~ra~.ions, shunting resistances 'Were placed. in the circuit so that 
their equi val.2nt values i.n terms of load could be determined" 
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Prior to use} the slide wire deflection gages were calibrated by 
recording the gage output for various measured amoilllts of mechanical dis-
placement 0 During the calibration period, the gage was returned to its 
zero position and the switches on the calibration arms of the bridge were 
closed in sequenceo By this procedure} the value of the calibration switch 
positions were obtained in terms of mechanical movement of the gage5 These 
values were then used for calibration in the actual testso That is, prior 
to a test, the calibration switches were closed in sequence with the result 
that a series of steps -,was produced on the oscillograph record_.whose 
equivalences in terms of mechanical deflections were knOWllo 
The AMS 20 A accelerometer which vas used to record movement of 
the center of the beam was calibrated by driving it mechanically with a 
seri~s of sinusoidal movements of measured magnitude and periodo During 
the calibrations, equivalent electrical output was obtained through the use 
of calibrating resistorso Thus} as in the case of the deflections and 
strains, calibration marks were determined 0 These were then used prior to 
CLrJ. actual test to show the sensitivity of the recording system a 
The basic timing signal used was checked continuously by use of a 
Potter Instrument Company model 830 frequency meter, which in turn was 
checked periodically by comparing its timing intervals ~th a standard 
timing signal 0 
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5 0 Results of Beam and Beam-Column Tests 
The phenomena measured versus time during each of the beam and 
beam-column tests were the latefal load, end reactions including axial load 
if used, acceleration of the loading point, and the deflections and strains 
at various points along the length of the specimeno Figures 19 through 26 
show these quantities plotted as functions of time, along wi th the l~easured 
resistance Y9 determined as described in the next section, IV 6 0 
In Table 2 are listed summaries of the most important information 
obtained from the beam and beam-column tests as well as a deEcription of 
the manner in which each of the specimens was testedo The photographs in 
Figso 27 through 35 show the various specimens after testingo 
60 Determination ofYVMeasuredY~ Resistance of Beam and Beam-Column 
Specimens 
The Hmeasured'v resistances of the beam and beam-column specimens 
were determined by assuming that the deflectiori~time relationship obtained 
during the test considered could be approximated as that resulting from the 
application of the measured loading function to a single-degree-of-freedom 
system 0 That is, that the governing equation is~ 
MX + Q(x) F(t) 
where~ 
M = the effective mass of the system 
x the displacement of the loading point 
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X the acceleration of the loading point 
Q(x) the Tlmeasuredty resistance of the specimen 
F(t) the applied (measure~loading function 
t time 
For all tests except the static ones and B-3, both F{t) and x were measured, 
so that Q(x) could be obtained by using a reasonable value of Mo For the 
slow or static tests, it was assumed that accelerations were negligible so 
Q(X) = F(t)o 
In the rapid test B-3, the accelerometer channel was turned off 
after calibration and not switched back on; therefore, no record of 
acceleration was obtained during the teste Because of this oversight, the 
nmeasured1: resistance of specimen B- 3 is some'what more questionable than 
those presented for the other specimens 0 It was obtained by the tedious 
procedure o~ twice differentiating the measured deflection-time curve to 
obtain a :~ial acceleration-time relationship, then checking the suitability 
of t~i~ ds:~ed acceleration-time curve by using it with a numerical inte-
gratic:-. 'P;8ceiure (Ne"WIIlark 11 s t3 = 1/6 method) 13 to compute a deflection-time 
relatio:-. .::::-.~;- The assumed acceleration-time relationship was adjusted as 
necess~y ~:il the computed deflection-time curve matched closely the one 
measured during test B-3o It was then assumed that a reasonable 
acceleration-time function had been obtained for test B-3o From this and 
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the measured load-time data, the resistance, Q(x), was computed for B-3 by 
the same method used for the other rapid testso 
As a check on the accuracy of the data, deflection~time relation-
ships were obtained by double integration of the accelerations (through use 
of a polar planimeter) 0 This was done for the information from tests A-2, 
A-5, B-2 and the derived acceleration-time relationsfuip for B-3o Comparison 
of these deflections with the deflection~time relationships measured during 
the tests indicated that the accelerations were quite accurate for tests 
A-5 and B~3, but that for tests B-2 andA-2 (in which the accelerometer 
calibration factor was obtained from shunt resistors instead of directly 
from harmonic excitation) the calibration factors were questionable 0 On 
the basis of these results the scale factor used in reducing the acceler-
oKeter traces for tests B-2 and A~2 were changed to bring the measured 
deflecti.ons and those determined by double integration of the acceleration-
time traces into agreement 0 These vUcorrected~V accelerations are the ones 
presented in this reporto The effect of this adjustment upon the resistance 
as deteI"lEined by subtracting the inertia force from the measured loading 
func-tion was significant only in the first fifteen or so mi.lliseconds of a 
testo 
70 Coreparison of ~1Measuredvv Resistances for Slow and Rapid Beam. and 
Beam~ColUllill Tests 
Direct comparisons o~ the measured resistances for the slow and 
rapid beam and beam-column tests were made usipg dimensionless parameters 
to express resistance and deformation ° These parameters were used mainly 
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because the material properties of specimen B-4 differed considerably from 
those of the other specimeuso The results are presented as~ 
Ip~tantaneous resistance of specimen to lateral deformation 
Elastic limit resistance of specimen to lateral deformation 
Instantaneous mid-span deflection 
versus These quantities are expressed Elastic limit mid~span deflection° 
symbolically as~ 
~ versus 6 
e 6 e 
In Figo 36 curves are plotted which represent these relationships for the 
various testso Also shown in this figure is the corresponding relationship 
computed for a simply supported 4M beam. specimen subjected to a lateral 
load applied slowly at mid-spano This relationship was computed using the 
elementary theory of inelastic flexure and the static average stress-strain 
properties of the 4M materialo 
A comparison of the resistance-deformation relationships presented 
in Figo 36 leads to the following conclusionso 
ao Beyond the static elastic limit the resistance of a mild 
steel beam or beam-column to a lateral deformation produced rapidly :i.s 
greater th~ that corresponding to a lateral deformati.on produced slowly 0 
b 0 When under a constant axial load, the resistance of a beam.-
column. specimen to a rapidly or slowly applied lateral deformation is less 
than that of a similar beam without axial loado 
Co The behaviors of beams which were subjected to slowly applied 
lateral loads agreed well with that computed USing the elementary theory of 
inelastic flexure and the static stress-strain properties of the beam. 
material 0 
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do Specimen B-1 vhich was tested slowly with a continuously 
increasing loading had a greater resistance at any deflection than specimen 
B-4 which was tested slowly with increments of deflection held constant at 
each level for a minute or so. 
eo The measured resistance-deflection comparison is probably 
inaccurate during the first few milliseconds of the rapid tests, that is, 
for the regions of the tests in which deflections were small and accelera-
tions were largeo This is evident in the resistance-deflect1Dn relationships 
for Tests A-2 and A-5 which do not begin at the origin in Fig. 36. However, 
for later phases of the rapid tests, when the resistances of the specimens 
are near maximum, the resistance-deflection relationships are undoubtedly 
much more accurate since accelerations (and inertia forces) are quite small 0 
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V. CORRELATION OF BEAM RESISTANCE WITH MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
10 Introduction 
While the results of the slov and rapid lateral loading tests of 
beams and beam-collUllIls are interesting wi thin themselves, and of some value 
in leading to a better understanding CDf'-.:me general nature of the resistance 
of steel frame structures to rapid transient loading~, the results of these 
experiments would be of greater value if they could be related to the basic 
mechanical properties of the specimen materials determined under both slow 
and rapid stressing conditionso Such a correlation is the purpose of the 
study described in this part of the reporto 
A comparison will be made of reSisting moments obtained independ-
ently from (1) the 'UmeasuredYV resistance described in Section IVo6 (2) the 
measured (sR-4 gage) outer fiber strains of the beams considered in conjunc-
tion with the stress-strain-time b~haviors of the beam materials, and (3) 
the outer fiber strains determined from measured deflectionso ReSisting 
moment in the beams at sectkrLs 2-1/2 and 5-1/2 inches from the loading 
stubs will be the basis of comparisono The procedures by means of which 
the resisting moments were determined are described in the three sections 
which follow 0 
20 Determination of YVMeasurediv Resisting Moment 
For both slowly and rapidly tested beams, the reSisting mament-
time relationships for sections 2-1/2 and 5-1/2 inches from the loading 
stubs were determined using simple statics and the YVmeasuredlt lateral 
resistance functions described in section IVo6o That is, for the rapid 
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tests) it was assumed that no phase lag occurred in deflections or strains 
along the length of the beamc This is a poor approximation for the first 
few milliseconds of these tests since during this period the measured verti-
cal reactions were about 1800 out of phase with the applied loado However, 
after the load was fully applied the phase difference decayed rapidlyo 
30 Computation of Resisting Moments from Beam strains and Material 
Properties 
For the slow beam tests, the resisting moment corresponding to a 
measured curvature at the section considered was computed using the measured 
outer fiber strain and four assumptions: 
ao That the distribution of strain is linear through the depth 
of the beam section, 
bo That the beam material behaves the same in both tension and 
compression, 
Co That the materials information obtained under conditions of 
uniaxial ~.:tress can be applied ~o the stress gradient condi-
tions existing in the beam, 
do That the beam section ~s fully effective for the strain range 
consideredo 
For sir~le slow load applications, stress in mild steel is a 
Single valued function of straino Therefore, the procedure used in 
computing resisting moment from measured outer fiber strains is straight-
forward 0 It consists of determining the strain distribution in the beam 
section at the time conSidered, finding the corresponding stress distribu-
tion by use of the comparable stress-strain relationship for the beam 
material, and computing the resisting moment from the' stress distribution 
and consideration of the geometric properties of the beam sectiono 
For the rapid tests, the procedure used to determine the beam 
section resisting moment from the measured outer fiber strains is compli-
cated by the fact that, under conditions of rapid loading, stress in the 
material is a function of not only strain, but also strain rate and time. 
However, by making one other major assumption in addition to those listed 
above the desired resisting moment can be obtained. That assumption is: 
eo That the stress-strain-time characteristics of the beam 
material de.termined from the materials studied under a 
stress-time relationship that rose rapidly to a constant 
stress level are applicable to the stress-time conditions 
probably existing in the beam specimens 0 (The validi tyof 
this assumption can be checked later by comparing the 
stress-time relationship computed for a given fiber in the 
berun with the stress-time function with which the materials 
were tested,,) 
The procedure used for determining the instantaneous resistance 
of a beam section to an imposed, measured straining is described in the 
following paragraph. This procedure requires the use of the measured 
strain~time information obtained for the beam section considered, and the 
information contained in Figs" 6 and 7 which represent the inelastic time 
dependent and strain rate dependent behavior of the beam, materialo 
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By using the measured outer fiber strain-time information in 
conjunction with the information of Fig 0 7a, the times at which the various 
values of apparent modulus were reached could be determined as is shown in 
Figo 37ao For each of these times the stress on the outer fiber could then 
be computed (a = E X a/E) so that the stress-time history was known for the 
particular fiber considered from initial straining through straining 
corresponding to aJE = 20 x 106 psi (Figo 37b)o For strains beyond this 
value (but prior to straining to € = 00015 ino/ino, the beginning of strain 
hardening) it was assumed that the instantaneous stress level could be 
determined from the measured strain rate through use of Fig 0 7b 0 In this 
manner the stress-time relationship was determined for the particular fiber 
of the beam. consideredo This, of course, could he done for as many fibers 
through the depth of the section as desired (assuming that the distribution 
of strain is linear with depth) so that instantaneous stress v~blocks It and 
from these instantaneous section resistances could be computed 0 However, 
for the correlation study made in this phase of the projectJ the stress 
blocks used in computing beam section resisting moments were obtained using 
the assumption that the instantaneous stress was constant truoughout the 
depth of yielding and had the value determined from consideration of the 
outer fiber strain-time information and the stress-strain-time character-
istics of the material from which the beam specimens were madeo 
40 Computation of Resisting Moments from the Measured Deflections 
In the two preceding sections the methods us.ed to determine the 
"V~measuredY~ resisting moments, and the resisting moment computed from extreme 
fiber strains as measured by SR-4 gages were presentedo In this section a 
third procedure is described, that used to determine extreme fiber strains 
from measured deflection-time data, and in turn to compute resisting moments 
from these strains c> This "Work was done primarily to extend the ,19 computedTV 
resistance beyond the limited range obtained using SR-4 gage data, so that 
comparison would be possible -with the lfmeasuredt1 resistance throughout the 
entire range of deformation" 
In this third procedure, instantaneous deflection configurations 
were computed for one millisecond intervals in the rapid tests and for 
intervals ranging from 6 seconds to 3 minutes in the slow tests~ The 
deflections were obtained by assuming that 
"Where at any instant, i, 
B 
y -y 6 
_[ c b (18088 x 10 ) 
Yc 
c 
and y , Yb , and yare the deflections measured at the locations indicated c a 
on the sketch belowo y Ir2= ~"I 
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- ----
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i-- y(x) r-
---"-1 
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~_J x 
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From the set of equations giving the instantaneous deflection 
configurations for each test)' the expressions for outer fiber strains were 
obtained through the assumption that at any instant 
E (x) 
max 
Extreme fiber strains for sections 2-1/2 and 5-1/2 inches from the loading 
stub were evaluated for each time consideredo 
The evaluation of the expressions given above was accomplished 
through use of the ILLIAC, the University of Illinois,;i high speed digital 
computer 0 
From the outer fiber strain-time relationships determined from 
measured deflections by use of this procedure, resisting moments were 
computed for the 2-1/2 and 5-1/2 inch sections mentioned aboveo These 
resisting moments were determined from the strain-time relationships USing 
the methods described in Section Vo3 with the exception that in evaluating 
the resisting moments for the rapid tests only the straining rate dependence 
of ~he gEJeral yielding resistance of mild steel was considered to cause a 
sigili~ic~.: increase in the rapid resistance over that given by slow stress-
strai:; :-t:' ~ ''.. t i onship 0 The effect of delayed yielding was a.ssumed to have a 
relc ~ i "/(-::: :':1: ignificant effect on the resisting moment-deflection 
50 Compa.=-ison of Measured and Computed Beam. Section Resisting Moments 
Using the three independent procedures described in sections IVo6, 
V02 and Vo3 and VD4, resisting moments at two different sections, (2-1/~ 
and 5-1/2 inches from the central loading stUb) were determined for each of 
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the beam testso For ease of comparison, the moments obtained are plotted 
versus midspan deflection in Figso 38 through 410 
It can be seen from these figures that, in general, the agreement 
of !Vmeasuredvv with f1 computedVY resisting moment 'Was good, and that the maxi-
mum. errors of am ut 15 per cent occurred in the initial loading stages of 
the dynamic tests B-2 and B-3 where large accelerations made accurate 
determination of the nmeasurecr~ resistance difficult 0 For later regions of 
the tests, the correlation is better so that, conSidering the experimental 
errors involved, it is believed the resistance of tne beam specimens to 
rapid deformation has been related successfully to the dynamic properties 
of the specimen materialso 
60 Comment 
As was mentioned earlier, the purpose of the phase of the investi-
gation described above vas to establish whether or not it is possible to 
correlate be~ resistance with material properties in the rapid loading 
range as has been done for several years in the range of slow loadings 0 
The authors admit that the limited work described in this report certainly 
has not completely answered the question 0 
To provide more information from this investigation than was 
possi ble wi thin limitations imposed by time and the fUnds available, the 
first author, as a part of this doctoral dissertation, plans to attempt a 
correlation of the beam-column data with the material properties obtained 
under slow and rapid uniaxial stresso 
.. 
1 
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- ~i.u_lF Static ihl.ldv1n 8.1 1".4* ".it.* 60.~ 1.81. 55.8 ,5.0 
1m ~L.u nD RN»id to a .. c IPulae lAg. 16.2 ~.006 44.8 44.8 l.~ 5 19 25 l.~ 0.CJJ6 
",-Uu-llI' ~ .... +.il"! tBaJ..dvin 35.6 ,5.~* 35.1* 61.4 1.75 6.1.9 ,s.O 
n-_'ZLou ~ Rll.ntd Jlo J:I .. c lPu.lae ~. 5.1 b.oo6 49.6 49.6 l.~l 1 , 6 1.-.1 0.173 
iw_lla.M..:l1i' 
, 
Static 1ua1m..in 9Q~ 42.00t 112.0-- 60.8 1.a.5 59.6 .,JoO 
U,.l~ 1110 Ric -A_ ~-y.a 
W 'lAau .'1i" At.:t:.i~ 1DA'\.dv1n _.0 ~.2* ~.2* 59.8 1.~ ~.O 
~1'.:l1.u _~ 110 ~ ..lII ~u..-
ll_llu.r.11i' Ai'..a.f:i t'>. I~"dvin 16 ... ~ 136." .~ .. O* 60 .. ~ 1.68 6l. .. ~ lI2.5 
1R_1ku~ 110;'" ~'-U.~ 
~ 'l"" .1'1' Ai-.. t:.t,.. 'AAlttvin 2 .. Cj· i~aO* ~ ... ()If- 60.4 laTl 58.0 39.5 
.... 1'111. .. "... iBo '" 
'"' 11 ...... 1. A+.at.t~ I .... 'ihrin 12 .. 8 11\6 .2* 116 ... 2* 6l .. ~ la6Q 'iB .. O 1J6.5 
.-Iw.. .... _ ~ 
~ 
.. 
. 
* Beale value uaed in stress parameter **"BxteD8011t1tter p6iat ...u ,08 pee MCt.~" 
,\C '* . **Tu. cmt.r at&tie lJH)er yield stre.s, G\iy 
TABLllb SUII4A.Rl OF UJrIAIIAL 'l'DBII4 91Ri&i '1WM Am) ftI8ULTI 
i 
! 
A2 
T 
'JI-1 ..... U 
T:Jpe of 
Lo&dtJIg 
Rtat.1~ 
Te8t~ 
Machine 
Uaed 
Rla.l"-in 
"l/I.. 
i 
'S 
~ 
. 
tJ 
: I 
! --+'1 I,... 
..-4 
P1~ 
~ 0 
Romina] streaa,. 
k.a1 
C1uy I (fly I 0-.x 
!1~ s .. 
!- ~I ~Jii t!i 
'-1.tIl J < ~ {\J 
¥l ... ~ ~ ..... 60 ... 711 .. ·ij8 162 ... 6 1158.1j 
~1Ap­
tg Ii.~. 
.,,/€aCDXl 1, 
Jall1~ 
• I 
~.~I ~~~cl·l c~ I o'-I~. 11 ,l;:~ o~l?130 25 20 .~t S 
T-1.~-at B&Did to G • ~ I Pulae Lela ... ';.0 I ... 006 I " __ 01 ".0 I 11.151 1361 1381 16~1 ~.l t n. _I. 
'" n ....... 111' M.a..t1 ~ 'Ala.t t'tv1 n ~~ .. ~."fi.2tf 60.811..83 162.4 J~.ct 
m ~ ...... .....I -a..'ft1~ to a • e I Pul.aa ~. '1\.81 .oa; I ia2..81 t.2.81 11 .. 2Q I 221 ~I 2Q1 1~ n ___.a.. ... 
",-Uu_l. Q+.J:l"'.i,.. ,.,dvin ~~_~ ~~_~ hl_hll_~ I~Q_n I~_~ 
~~~~ I ~~~ I ... 1"--- ,--. - .~ 1 ... ~ 1i ",_"I. .. J>iPl Qa'ft{ ~ 't.d lI~lPu.l...a.a....~ I In_ ~ lal 171 1_U n_~1IQ 
iU_1Ja.u..11P A ....... +.f,.. 
"-1 ltv" " k.l~~ Al_~ 60 .. 6 h .. kh 166_1i ~_Ci • 
... 
I V_l k11-2IIf Rani d. t.a a.c I Pulae.I.dJr.... .. 21 ... m6 11&8 .. 8 1 48 ... 8 1 11 .. 181 281 1181 nl L.IS 0, ---
lll-~ku- t 1P Static ~lm.in 41.~ 41.~ 6o.811.~7 ~.6 ~.5 
U_I"} .. u_oul -a..'ftiil to a - c lPulae IAa.... .61 .006 I 54.5 I ~.5 I Il.~ 6 I 121 l~ I 1.3Ii O ... QIK 
'R-1kM_l. Rta.t.le ~ltfvin 
'R. ~l Ran1d. t.n. II _ ~ I PulJUl I.d.. 
ic_~ku_l1P1 8t&tle I~ldvift 
I'D n."_ ~ 
B-Uu..l1P Rta.t.1~ ARldvin 
,B-~-2V1 BaDid to a - c IPulae Lda .. I 1.9 
~Ic V&1ue uaed in .trees parameter * 
**Time over static upper yield Itre8., Ou.v 
W ... M ~ ... OIII 6o .. 711.q) lSQ ... _ ~7.5 
lLa_~ I ~_Ii I Il ... ~ I Q I 11\ I 1.61 1...2i 0 ...... 5 
32.8tt~~_60.8lL85 150.8' l57.5 
:&0- .. 
118.81( 5ll .. 8If &i.Ii lL'iB ka.8 ka.O 
s4.Q I ~.9 1.162 31 41 511.-a ~.55 
*"Bxtenaaaater point marks 00 ,gage eect100 ~ 
TABLI 10 ~ or UlIlAXIAL TDBILE BTRBS8 TBSTS AID RI8ULT8 
.~ ~ ! W0III1na1 stre •• , !l"'" ~s..lApee ~t - . TJpe of Test1..ne; ~ to Yield at t "' ~I EeCDlllo6p.1 J ail LoediDg Mach1ne ~ · ! "-=. . 01 ~~ ~i ! Used i I .. '<1~ 161lieeDODda IW ~ o· .., t!i 01 !1 u 11 I ~ JI.tl J!~ t>~ C1- Cz- C-s- W ~. " ! ~ f ~ "uy "ly 0max, ~ !i P4C\J 30 ·25 20 
~ .. _ A3 
. 
~-1la.w..lJP static Pulae I4it. ».5 '37.2* 117 .. 2* 60 .. ') 1 .. 611 ~7 ... Q ¥i.e; l.OO n ~ 
ilia nl.u.1P Ai'.a:t.in ~ Ld..a .. ~ l¥}~CHt ~_a. hn.? 1 .6~ 'i6-~ ~_n 1 ... 00 n .-' 
- -
... 
~ 11"" .1. A+.a:t.itft Pulaa.~ Ii2 .~~ ~7_1* 611 .. 7 1~'i _Ci7~ .R 7J.l.n 1..00 ft .. finO'Il. 
-
y ~- - . 
1I-1~-lr Static Pulse lAg. a., 1Ki.5* ~,.B* 62.4 l.~ 57.2 ".0 L.OO .l 0 .. _______ 
~* 1t.303* 62.3 1." 6.1.6 34,,0 l.OO o. _II iu alau .• 1. Rt.JI.t1~ tI>u1Ae ~ 39 
'A-1MM_ll' ~tati~ tl)n 1 ....l..d,g. 37 l31J2* 37.2* 66.1 1 •. 12 57.0 36.0 l.OO o. ILA A ..... 
b -G .... u .• l~ Stat.i.!! tI>u1se I&l. Bo~ -'" ~U4."" 
in 'lIl"'u .1. ~+.JIIl:t_i,.. t"Pul~ lAa bA 1~ ... Q4f- ~ .. a. 61 ... 1 1 .. 51§ . 57 .. 1 U .. O L.OO n .lLa.if.. 
- -
* Basic value used in strees parameter ***Bxtenacaet.er point marks OIl aaee Mct10D 
.\f, * '"Time over atatie upper yield .tree., 0U,y 
t 
! 
i 
Klrou» M 
Type of 
Loading 
• 
TABLE 14 
Testing 
Ma.ch.1ne 
Used 
,. 
SmIIARY OF UllIAXIAL TDBILB STRBSS TBST8 ABD HmULT8 
. !l "#- me lApae 
~ lfan1n&l stress, !1 ... to Yield at ~ ~: ka1 S g ;, /f..crid~l, ! ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ aa Mll11aeconda 
rd Irl j ~ ,. ~ ~ ~ "uy °ly °max 1.1' f ~!1 c~ c ~ 
~ - 0 ".. < JIll ('J t) 25 20 
It!:~:ln ::::: __ t: :: 1 I·!! 1:::1 :::1 ~:: 1 ~:: 1 =:~I ::~ 
1T-~lF I Static IPulae lAJl. I I 48 140.9*1 3q~0*160.~ Il..~ I 'is. 0 l ~'i ... 'i 
~ . 
.= ~ u ~ r.{ I 
t) ............ 
\-t • 
01 !1 
,.... >l.S t) ............ 
o""R;1&! ~ .!i 
l_~ O.OQQ!rJ 
1... n .1V1Ink.I 
l .. odn~1 
~-l!tH-lVJ. StMi; 11>1'1", I4g°1 [45 I~o~ 36.5*16J.·21 1ali8 !56.0 136•5 1 I I 1 Il.~ O_:JI W_2~1Jl. At..att~Pt;lAP- rmr~. u_ . ..60_ J&.3.,. ~ It..2 ... QII- 6n....1 1 .... ~7 'iB ... 6_~ 1. ,0.:;;; 
-t~::1 ::~:< I::!: ::: I I: I::!:j ::!:I ::: I ~:= I ::~ I ::~II I I·. ,:::1 :::: 
-1B-34K~U'L __ Static _lPUJ..e Uk. I 152 ._137.~*137.4*160.6 11.62 156 .. 6 I ~ .. 5 l ... M O_OOl')I;' 
..,.. 
~--+--------:'--i------+---4---III---+---4---'-f-- I . I 
* Baalc value uaed in stress parameter * 
**Time over static upper yield IItres., Guy 
***Extensaoeter point marks on sase Mct,ion Vi· 
\b 
TABLI le StHMRY OF UIlIAXIAL 'DfIBD.I Sl'RISS 'Dr8'f8 AD II8UL'1'8 
'l')7pe of Test1D8 ) ~ LoediAg Machine U~d --~ 
u ] .! 
c value used in stres. panpaeter * 
**Time over static upper yield 8treae, 
. 
u 
: I ! ~ 
"1 I ..... 
ore 
CX;\-e 
:: 0 
!t"" t.~ Wcwinal BtreH, !l to YieU at !t I teCDIlo6,.l, u! 6 MUllMCalda .,.."" jl~ t~ CJ~ - JI.' ~ (Ju:r g(\j 25 
*"Bxtenaaaeter pointj .arb OIl Pae _ctlOD 
--~ 
!ki 
.,'" 
. ~ I :i. 
b ......... 
.... 
t ! 
~ 
TABLE lt SlM4ARY OF UNIAXIAL TENSILE STRESS TF8l'S AID RESULTS 
. !l~ JlHfT1JIe Lapse ~ Type of Testin8 t) NOOlin&l. S trees 3 .s to Yield at . t :; I ~ 0/ £aCnXlo6p.l, ~ ~i ~ ~i LoMing Machine ! .. ltsi S Used ... M1llisecODda ~ t) '" ! ~ +-laJ -rl ~ '-4 • ..., t· o. ~ ..-i :~ C) ... u '8 CJuy (1 °max 
.il .. tl i~ o.!l o~ 'CI - C~ C,- t)~ ,b ': ! -r4 ~ P:;fH ly rJC\J ~~ !l = 0 30 25 20 
Group Bl . 
T-14M-lF Static B&lC1vtn 5.6 35.()Jf '5.0- 6l.~ 1.16 58., 36.5 
. 
IT_l 1lw -~ 
'RAnid to C1 - c IPulse LdIl. 17.') n.~ 42.7 !a.2 .. 7 1...22 11) 2.1 60 tl .. 22 10.0125 
- ", .... ··IF 
.1. ... ~- Static Baldwin 32.4- ~.-* 60.1 1.85 60 .. 0 ~.'i 
IT ", ..... ",..-3 -'~-caL' Bo- ~. 
" 1"'-~M-1F S't.A.t1.l! I~vin ~'i .. ~* ~'i .. ~* hn.R l __ n 60_1 ~'i_l 
IT_".IflJl'" ,.,.... RAnirl to a _ (! l PulJIe T.dR .. 8 .. ' n~ 48.'i 48 .. 'i 1 ... 11B 11 16 ~".1\ l ... ~ D...~ 
tw-14M-lJl' ~+..A+.i ~ l'Raldvi n :40 ... 7* 1&.0 ... 7* 60 .. 8 1 .• 4Q 6~LQ ~'i ... l 
tw _ t kII-?1i' iRa..nirl to a • c IPulse UUr .. 12 .. 1) o.ca; 156.0 'i6 .. 0 1 .. 1lB 2 ~ '5 l.~ tl..2.l . 
~-24M-1F Static B&ldwin 4'.5* 43.5* 62.4 1.4, 59.3 33.0 
W-24M-2F BIi:pid to 0 • c Pulse ~. 10.6 0.006 50.3 50.3 1.16 21 62· TI L.1.6 n,0681 
B-14M-lF Statl~ ·Ral..dvin [35.9* ~5.9* 60.9 1.10 57.8 34.0 
iu-l l. ... f]pD a.-n'id to a • t! I~TM .. ') ... 8 o.fd.s IWLh klL6 l ... ¥> 1) B 11 l_~ [) ... r:tn'1 
m "'''t.I_19 ~+ ... +_f{<a l'Rtl.l dvi n lu~* ~.?* hrJ.n 1 .7h ,\7 _A' "7_" J- . 
~ _"l}lU.~ I R:IIl.nid to a - ,.. lPu..l..ae T rur ... ?Q n.~ c;.t,. .. 1 cJ&. ,1 11 .C;A 1 ~ 1l .'iA ~ .211. 
tB-~-lJ' Static 10.7 137.8* ~7.8* 61.0 1.61. SQ ... 4 ~5 .. 0 
~ ".If ...... TlmI 
~ Rapid to CJ • e· rPulae LdJt. 15.8 0.006 15393 53.3 1.41 2 2 ~ .. '1 1.75 
* Basic v&.1.ue ueed in .tress par&meter ~naaaeter point marb OIl sece ..et.l-ce ~ , 
* ~ 1 **Time over statie upper yield strees, <J\i.y 
~ 1& SUJIIWtY OF tnrIADAL 1D8II& S1'kB6B DSfB AID JIISUL'r8--
10._- La9M -' 
. !l" "'---.&.:.a.- . ~.. ~of Teat1Dg u l(arl1nal. Stress; !l to Yield at t : i "'- .,,/ f-cnXlo6pl, • " l-Loading .MachiN ~ ! ~ u1 !I t!.ll~ II 8 Used ... M1ll1eeCODda ! W +>~ ..... "" +l t· ~. !f- I ..... ~ .i' u 'S I ..... JI.~ CI - C~ C,- ~t)""" ! 'P'4 C1 °ly C1~ o!l O~ t)~ ~~- !i-~ ~~ uy II ~ rl :: 0 ~c::( rq <..\j 30 25 20 
'1rmm B2 
. 
rr-l4M-lF static 1la\d¥1.n ~4.3* ~.3* 60.3 lQ76 61Gl 38Q5 
T-1Ad4-2l' Rapid to a - c ~ lAg. .6 0.006 42g6 42.6 l.~ 36 38 95 Iio.2Je. O.0tMi2 
--= f=.'~-
In ~ ... u .11i' static ~1..dv1n 132 ___ 0*- ~.()II- 5Q .. 8 ~Q87 60QQ -~ 
tr-24M-2F ,Ba1;)ld to a - c t?ulae Imt. 1l.9 0.006 ~ 42£12 ., .l.~ 1.1 2'i ~ci ..... 32 o_.~ 
rt-_UM-1P StAti.e iAaldvin f-.---- t-' l~'i __ 1'" ~'i_7* 60 ... 2 1",6Q 'iB.6 JIj),",-~ 
rP_lC.&.u r}'O i'Ra:nidto jJ' _ ~ 1D.,1_ T.del .... 1_ .. 7 Q,.lTh ~ ... 7 hB .... 7 11 ,~7 ~ 10 1~ .~7 n ..... ~l\ 
l.L.lkM-ll? Statie IDa 1 11 vi n Ib.l .~ lLl_~ 60...'1 1_~7 ·63 .... 0 _35.1 
. Ii 
W_lkM~ l'Aan1d t.a a .. c b" 1 aLaI T All:r _ .... 1 n.~ 1'i4 ... S 'iAf. ... 'i 11_~ 2 8 11 .1IJQ n."'AP 
W_~bL.l. ~dviIL-- f4~.5'" 14~",'itt 161 ... 1 1 ... 41 16'L.8 1~ ... 1ri r' , 8tat.1e 
.. 
~-2~M-2F !BaJ,14 to II - c DulM JAg. 1502 0.006 49Q5 Jt9.5 l.l~ _125 ~, 62. .l4. ,o.l35 
L1UL11P Statte Aalttvift ~5..o- 35.()It 60.2 1.72 i6o.3 36.5 I 
5l_1ilu.-~ ~i.d to d _ l! 1),,1 ... T..dJr_ C; .... 7 ,n,.ra:.. ~7.1) 1&7_6 tl .~ '\ 11 l~ .~ n.7tAh 
h ~I.o_ .1. M.atit! B&ldv1n ~.2* ~.2* 160.0 1 •. 75 ~58.5 l~o "- -
-
'-
b ~ ... - ,.. 1Ra»1d to fI III C Pulae Lda. 5.5 0.006 53~ 53.9 1.58 1 2 2 .. 56 2.92 
... 1&1._ ,1. Rt:Af:.1.C Aa.lthr1 n 55-.6- i~s.6* 60.9 1 .. 70 59 .. 8 [39.5. 
... 
B_ll ...... ~ ~id to CI _ ~ Pulae L4a. .6 In.~ 52A9 tlJt1W3 2 ~ ~ .• .ItS 12.09 
-
.. - -
* Basic value used in stre8s parameter 
.. 
..... xtenaamater point Barks on gage ... et1c:a ~ **Time over static upper yield stress, Guy 
TABLE lh SUMMARY err UJiIAnAL '1f!IEll& 81'" TIBf8 AIID JIaIlLTS 
· !l ~ ~u..e Lsp.e ~' 
t Type . of Te8t1ng :;: Boad naJ stress, !l " 1'.0 Yield ~~ .. ~ 0 
• Loading NBch1De ~! w 8 g , WeaCnXlV-PS1, ~ :?'I j U~ j +' i ~": ~ ~ M1ll1eecoati, ~,~1 ~, i! ~ ~ "uy "ly o~ II ~ i! t!1 ~ Cl - C2" C1"~~1! ~ ': 
lil ~ = 0 ~ ~=' ~ 4( g C\J tl'ttr. 30 25 20 t). Jti IIiC 1: .!f 
~~~. ~ ~ 
f-1-'U Static hlae lAg. 45 ~.l* ~ .. l* 61.2 1.61. 55.8 ~ - . .00_ n --.L. 
tr-l~ IRapid to a - c IPulae ldg. p.OO6 139."- 39.-' 1.03 1.670 203(J ~ .M n ftft-.l .. 
!r-2ltN-l:F Statie tful.ae lAg. ~1 137 ,,1* 36.2* 61.9 1.79 57.' 36.5 L.OO n -
!'-2~ 'AaBtd to G - e IPulae lAg. p.OO6 ~.2 ~.2 1.25 ~ ~. 85..28 o.-O'iTf 
ta_UM-llP Ri:atic Dtt,l_ 1AJt. 27 139 .... '57.9* !62.6 1.59 .. 60.8 33.0 .. . .. 00 n ........ 
~_2.&._ ,.. 1.»14 to fJ ,.. e ~nl .... Ldst. ~.006 151.6 5l.D6 11.Y 10 1'il.B ... YJ6 Ll.Ii' 
W_1UL1. Aut.it' bnl_ Lda. 43 l45JL1* 112. .. 8-160.'; 1.~3 ,157 .. " ~O .. 00 n.. , .. 
W_l"u-~ tlaanid 'tolJae 1Pul~ J..d.Jl_ tl.~ l50...5 IiO..Ii ~ 11_11 QIi 1~"l ~ .1A Ii..aa 
lJ nt.-.l. staUc D .. l_ Uk. ~ 143~S- .1.7*161..3 1..~ 161..3 I~.o .• 00 O.,~ 
'Y 1"11"'_ "-II ~ .a.JI to JI -c Dnldllla I£ia. !l.~ S5...9 i§'i.Q 1..28 ~ 10 . 12.~ LU I 
R-1kM-l. Rut-if! Dnldllla ~.. 102"-1A oa ~'7 .... 1i ~Q ... o" . .... I;Q . • traO' 1~_". ,00 O .. IUlJlUllll"-· 
R_l~ 'ft.. .... t:n II _ l! Dnl ... tA.. ~. ~ :V\ .. 8 ~..R i1.ftn '~1c;Jan l-rV1 .M .ft 
b aku _,. .A:t".+_tft n.., __ I'll.. ~c ~7 ....... 1ti:. Aa i~-2 . 1 ... 6-\ 1~ ... iL IlPl ... o ;.On ft. ..... ...: 
-- -, . 
~ n&.u ". 1D..._4 A to ~ -.e 1D...1.. I.da. ~ .1V'tJ: 11.6. "l Ji6 .. 11 .• l ~ U ~ 4;Q ~:,;._ . ft. • t "'1 
b 1l1o_ .1. R+A· •. :I~ Pu1JU! tAD U "'''' ,k. ... 1~'7 ....... I~ ... IL· 11-.67 l ... ~ .1 ~ ...on In .,. 
~ ....... n. - ...... to .A.-e D.ll_ Ltk.. • -~ ~~ IIi2_k ~~J.o 1 11 1~ .... ~ 1. .... 
* Baa1c value UMd in .~. parueter * ··lKxtene-a.t;er JOiat...u 'OQ rraiIe areot.,;cD F 
HTi.- Oft)" a1;atlclIpJ)er yield .treu, CJU.y . ' . . _ VI L-___________________ ..... __ ... ____ ~~------.... ------------.. =r, .. - ......... IIiIiiII!III----

• 
"d U "";!1-:-- 0 :' • CH 
r-4e ......... ~ to ..... IDH H,.... 0 
lID G 0 co ~ II) ... r-4 +l I) «I ,at· 0 
p. rl 0 .... J.t~alQs:2 Q1p:fJ.tID:f: "de 
s:2 ..... III -P >t~.{.l cd"'" -+> ., P. .-.. .... 0 
"'d Cl'I ~ f..4 r-4 .:.al+l Ptcd CIl+>+l"'" . .rl. ~2:"'" 
., 0. C) to as H-~ ..... to-.1 ..... cd~ 0-0 - ~ 
..p al .... +> 4>J.4 Cl ~rlatO>C r-48H Cl'I~ +>0 e ~ to CD PI :1::1., ..... cd .,... . "" () Cl ~ co ~ C) o~ ., !! ~:s 3 ~ b ~ 0 ::1 a 8 H H ~ ~ u cd H Pt >< to ft.t ~ 
sj PI ~ p-tQ.... .,.,... Gr-4' R d~..-4 G >C 0 0 ..-4 
f) 0. oorl'" ~ \-tE .,:! t() ~ o.,:s ~ u"d s:l 0..-4 cd C).,~ II . J :a: .... S ::s +l. .d 0 ~ d 0 CD d G ... cd 0 C)....s:l 0 ., as -6l B ~ <1 . C) as . 
..... m Q ~ r-4 .... ~..... .... to 0 "'~. ,Q J4 +l 0 ... CD.... "'"' cY fa. () • CI'J ~_ lid .d ..... to +>" eo 0 ID .. ., 0 III -0 t) G .... () s:l A"" . 8. :. t "I"i >: • CJ PI sq $ H ::s ., ~ ~ I) ~ -:.Jt S., G G !t ~ 
aJ ~ IiQ ~ ~ 8 ~ i ~ ~ 00 ~ 3 ~ r-1 <1- ~ rz1 O"..,~ [:! ~ ~ ~ co p("\ 
2 .0 genera 1 y1e ld1ng and 
UI'\ - 8 6 8 () 1ILo~, local and latera:l A-I uv 52. slow 3· 0·33 9·57 min n ... RecCI-'ou.B buckIiwt 
0.020 general y1eld~ '~Dd I 
,. 71:.. 8 (' l. l. local and lateral i. A-2 80 .. 0 ~pld JV. 0·33 9·57 sec., 12·92 3· .. * 1. .. 9 h",.lrH"n· ., I 
~ -~ 
~ 1.5 1 general y1elcl1~ a~ '1 
Q , local and ·lateral .. A-3 80 40 slow .~.8 0·33 9·57 (min. 7·85 4.1* 0.83 hll~lrlinO' . 
..... 
~ 8 5 general y1eld~ Ita,Qd. . 
. ~ . local and' l&tertll ~ 
A-4 . 80 52.8 slow ·1 36.8. 0.33 9.57 (mln./ 6.03 2.9* 0.63 bl1~kl1na . '. 
; . ;:t ~ .018 genera 1 - yield1ns &lid' 
:.; 8 8 7J:. 8 (8 £~ loca 1 aDd la ter.l A-5 e. 0 52. rapid _ JU. 0·33 9.57 8ec.~ .23 3·U""' 0·97 bn~ltli",a 
.;t ~ 
m. ~ 5 
B-1 80 0 slav 36.8 0.}3 9.'57 (min) 11.68 25.9' 1.74 general yielding 
a 1 0 • 020 ,. general yielding ,,00. 
B-2 80.. 0 rapid ~ 0 36.8 .0.33' 9.57 (see. 15.46 24.0 .. 1.82 lateral b~klina. 
'\U . .... - - .. 0 .018 genera 1 yiA ldiDg ~I 
B-3, 80 0 ~p1d : .36.80.33 9.57 {sec./ lD.07 ~.6· 2.19 10041 buck1..1ng. ! 
~uliJ~" .' i I I 
.: . 75.0 general yielding.J1d 
B ... 4"" "&>- 0 jatati.c Jack 53.4 0.47 13.89 Klllin.~ 16.25 23.4 1.58 local and lateral" .. 1 II ~ hi~ Ie'f of na 
*Determ1ned when specimen 181t· on the v:erge of collapse. +:--
\.J1 ... 
b 1/ 2 n --..l)P-t 
q/t"~ 
I I ~~-:) 1/4" 
\ 
l-
3" Radius 
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Section For 
T-241·~-lF 
T -14M-lF T -,;J.M-lF 
? e ~ t.ed S ta tically 
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FIG. 21c 0 RECORDED -DATA FROM TEST B .. ' 
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FIG. 22a. RBJORDED DM'A FR(J4 TBST B-4 
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FIG. 22b. RECORDED DATA FROM TEST B-4 
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FIG.. 22c 0 RECORDED DATA FROM TEST B-4 
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FIG. 23&. R!L'ORDED DATA FROM TEST A .. 2 
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FIG. 2,b. RECORDED DATA FROM TEST A-2 
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FIG. 2;c. RECORDED DATA FROM TEST A-2 
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- -- l .... 
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FIG. 246. mx:ORDED DATA FOOM TEST A-3 
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NOTES: 
I I 
The record of the deflection gage located (1) 
17 1/2 in. south of mid span was not discernible. 
(2) The horizontal movement of the ends of the 
specimen was negligible until collapse was 
fairly well initiated. 
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FIG. 24b. RECORDED DATA FROM TEST A-3 
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FIG. 24co RECORDED DATA FROM TEST A-3 
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FIG9 25&. RECORDED DATA FROM TEST A-4 
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FIG. 25b. RECORDED DATA FROM TEST A-4 
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FIG. 25.c. RECORDED DATA FROM ~EST A-4 
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FIG. 26&. RECORDED DATA FROM TEST A-5 
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FIG. 26b. REOORDED DATA FROM TBST A-5 (P 
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FIG. 26c. RmORDBD DATA FROM TEST A-5 
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FIG .• 28. SPEX:IKEN B-2 AFTER TESTING 
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FIG. 29. SP~IMEN B-5 AFTER TESl'ING 
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a) Side View 
b) Top View 
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b) Bottom View 
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Notes: 
(1) For specimens B-1, B-2, B-3, 
A-2, A-3, A-4, and A-5, ~ -
9.57 kips and 6 - 0.33 in. 
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